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booking, court, and prison costs vary widely depending on the case. we’ve discovered that inmates are also charged – sometimes substantially – for phone calls, which add up to thousands of dollars in legal costs. these charges are easily absorbed
by the rich and middle class, but burdensome for impoverished americans, like those who have been incarcerated because of crack cocaine convictions. there are certain compounds that have long been known to affect transport systems in the

brain. they are known to function in the body by disrupting the functioning of receptor proteins found on the surface of nerve cells. unfortunately, those receptors are extremely vital for the healthy functioning of the cell, and thus we would expect
them to be very tightly regulated. this is exactly the case, as we were able to demonstrate that this regulation occurs through a mechanism of 'gate-keeping' by a regulatory protein that only allows the access to the receptor. with help from cutting-

edge research techniques such as x-ray crystallography, we have been able to provide the first ever crystal structures of receptors, and the first ever glimpse of how they work in the body. this insight is also leading us to the discovery of new
approaches to identifying new medicines. but crack remains a major problem, as there are still those who feel the allure of "sudden wealth" at high prices of crack cocaine (95 percent of the cocaine in the market is imported from colombia), and

teenagers who do not understand the consequences of their actions. we’ve discovered that our magnetic shield is drafty, like a house with a window stuck open during a storm, says harald frey of the university of california, berkeley, lead author of a
paper on this research published dec. 4 in nature. the house deflects most of the storm, but the couch is ruined. similarly, our magnetic shield takes the brunt of space storms, but some energy slips through its cracks, sometimes enough to cause

problems with satellites, radio communication, and power systems.
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